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The Cracked CauldronThe Cracked Cauldron

From Laurie

Welcome to the first issue!
I am very excited to release the

very first issue of The Cracked

Cauldron! 

How did I come up with the name? I

wanted something that reflected

myself and my practice. 

Since I am a green witch, I base my

practice on nature and the four

elements. 

A cauldron represents all four. The

Earth, the iron it's made from,

Water, the liquid inside while

cooking, Fire, traditionally

cauldrons are heated with fire, and

lastly, the steam coming from

what's cooking represents Air. 

Cauldron's are also a symbol of

rebirth, transformation, and

wisdom. 

The cracked part is my anxiety and

panic disorder. It serves as a

reminder to me that even though I

have 'cracks' I am still a strong &

powerful woman. At any moment I

can conjure up the power within me

to transform my life. It's not always

easy, but I always rise! 

My entire reason for creating the

Eclectic Green Witchery was to

share my knowledge in hopes of

aiding others.  

Will everyone agree with my witchy

ways? Nope. Will some people love

my witchy ways? Yep! Either way is

fine!

We don't have to all love the same

things, or practice the same way to

still be kind and compassionate

towards one another. 

Take what resonates and leave

behind what doesn't; just be kind in

the process.

I hope you enjoy this issue of The

Cracked Cauldron! I have plans to

release them quarterly! Live, Love,

& Magick!  

LAURIE GOULEY

OWNER & CREATOR
WWW.THEECLECTICGREENWITCHERY.COM

The Cracked CauldronThe Cracked Cauldron



Interested in being a featured advertiser for 
The Cracked CauldronThe Cracked Cauldron

CONTACT LAURIE: 6X6 Ad creation in the above space.

A shout out on our social media platforms included but

not limited to: Facebook, Instagram, YouTube, &

Pinterest.

Ad posted in our Forum on our official website. 

Exclusivity! Only one featured ad per publication will be

allowed.

         I do social media marketing - I actually create ads for a             

living! 😊 You can see all that stuff over here: www.social-

butterfly-creations.com

         theeclecticgreenwitchery.com

All for only: $75*

*The fine print! Upon client approval of ad creation, client will be invoiced & will have 14 days to pay in

full. Client will receive a PNG file of the ad and  has permission to use the ad wherever they choose. 

 Exclusive ad - one spot available per publication. 

ADVERTISER - WHAT YOU'LL GET:

EclecticSilverBear@Gmail.com

WANT TO SUBMIT AN ARTICLE?

The Cracked CauldronThe Cracked Cauldron

Not all submissions will be selected..



Create magickal
'paint' with

moonwater and
incense ash. 

 
Use it to draw sigils

& other magickal
symbols in your

spellwork.

W I T C H Y  T I P  # 1

Find magickal ways to incorporate everything at your disposal. 

That is where the true magick is found; making magick with the mundane!

Enjoy your practice and get creative. Do not be afraid. Embrace the adventure!

 



As with any magick, fire is but a mere tool, you are

still the enabler.  Begin this spell by grounding and

centering.

You will need 3 White Candles, a lighter/matches

and your voice.

Light your first candle and repeat:

"I awaken Elemental Fire energy to my spell with this

candle; may it be strong when I am weak and shield

me with protection when I need it the most."

Light your second candle and repeat:

"I invoke Elemental Fire's powers to protect me from

all that would harm me, including physical, mental,

and spiritual harm."

Light your third candle and repeat: 

"I add strength and stability to this spell with your

flame, and by lighting the final candle, I seal the

deal. As it is said, so shall it be!"

Sit quietly and think of the protection you just

invoked. 

Let the candles burn out on their own, thank

Elemental Fire for their aid. Once the candles

remains are cool bury them in the earth near your

home. Thank Mother Earth for receiving them. 

Use birthday candles if you are short on time!

Sign up for our newsletter on the site and receive a

FREE PDF. 

Elemental Fire
Protection Spell
by: Laurie Gouley



BOOK OF SHADOWS

What is a Book of Shadows?

It is prudent for all magical practitioners of any

tradition to have a Book Of Shadows because it is

a valuable resource that you will return to time

and time again when your memory fails you.

It's a beautiful way to also look back and see how

far you have grown spiritually. You can see what

worked for you and what didn't and adjust from

there. 

Your personal manuscript of your magickal journey is A Book of

Shadows. You will record any notes and insights you receive

from other magickal beings, the Universe, your dreams, books,

websites, and any other source you come across.

You use it to write down your spells prior to casting them, as

well as  notes about the casting and the outcomes. You will

keep any correspondence tables, recipes, sketches of magical

plants, symbols, dreams, and anything else that comes to you

that you feel is connected to your magickal practice.

Consecrate it! 
Once you have your book take some time to

consecrate it. This is the action of making or

declaring something sacred.  

For example: I used the 4 Elements to consecrate

my BoS. In fact, I consecrate a lot of the items I

use in my practice.

You can see how to do that on my YouTube

channel. 

Here ->  https://youtu.be/S-7i0mYlJ-c

Make it your own
The wonderful thing about this -- there is no wrong way to

make a BoS. Just decided what medium you want to use and

let your creative juices flow! There are many mediums to

choose from, such as, digital, 3-ring binder, spiral notebook, a

leather bound journal. It's YOURS so you decided what works

best for you. 

The dream I had was
tiny,white feathers
floating all around me.
It made me feel
peaceful and calm.
Interpretation: 

The spiral can
represent evolution and
surrender. It can
symbolize the way
that stars and planets,
and time revolve.



Bizarre Bazaar at Prayers of Nature Studio! 

 

Need a spooky fix? Art studio Prayers of Nature has an event for you. 

 

Date: October 29th, 12-7 pm. 

Where:33 Howard street. White building. 1st floor. 

 

Nothing beats spooky season better than a visit to an old mill down by the river. 

 

Even better when it’s hosting a Bizarre Bazaar within one of its studios! 

 

Coinciding with The Haunting of Wilton, Prayers of Nature studio will be hosting

such a spooktacular event! 

 

Browse the “bootique” filled with art, gemstones, altar decor, artisan jewelry,

and apparel. 

 

Meet featured artisans, book an experience with one of the divination readers

and meet Laurie from The Eclectic Green Witchery! 

 

Fantastic Prayers of Nature giveaways online and in the flesh! 

 

Win Boo bags worth $30 - $100! One FREE entry for everyone who visits the

shop on this day. 

 

Two FREE entries if you come in costume! 

 

For more information please contact Katherine Schimke

info@prayersofnature.com / 603-732-3815 

 

 You can also find the event on Facebook or at prayersofnature.com 

JOIN US AT THE 
BIZARRE BAZAAR



COMPANIES TO KEEP IN MIND

Beyond Sight Studios

Prayers of Nature
An art studio/boutique nestled along the Souhegan

River awaits your next visit to Wilton NH. 

Handmade artisan jewelry & decor inspired by

nature & the power of intention.

33 Howard St Wilton NH. White building 1st floor.

prayersofnature.com.

Intuitive artists exploring life, nature, and magick. We

currently find ourselves immersed in the world of

filmmaking, photography, and wire-wrapped creations,

peddling our ideas and wares to any who will entertain

us.

Photoshoots, crystal & bone jewelry, art prints,

ceramics, and video production are a beginning of what

we have to offer, though our rhizomes are continuously

spreading, seeking new avenues within which to flourish. 

Art is the mountain we climb. A mountain without end,

yet rewarding even as our feet scramble for purchase.

Our journey is one of questioning, seeking, and listening.

The silence holds the unimaginable firmly within its

grasp. Learn to truly listen and you may catch a glimpse

yet.  Would you join us for a spell? 

www.beyondsightstudios.com

Ancient Pathways
Ancient Pathways offers services and experiences dedicated to reviving healthy connections to the ancestral

realm and restoring death as a positive rite of passage. Ancestral healing provides a gentle ritual framework that

brings us into connection with our vibrant ancestors through an intuitive process. During this process

intergenerational wounds,

feelings of not belonging, and cultural trauma are addressed. Healing and reconnecting to our people provides us

with a deeper understanding of ourselves, where we came from, and how we can move forward in our lives.

Restoring death as a positive rite of passage requires a deep dive into our own experiences and attitudes

towards death. Becoming an ally of death allows us to deeply live.  By renewing our relationship with death and

dying while we are able, we can craft this final rite of passage in a way that is unique to us.

Jen Hudziec is an Ancestral Healing Practitioner, End of Life Doula, and Ritualist who offers private sessions,

community ritual, and classes.

jenhudziec.com



Your first tarot deck
needs to be purchased

by someone else.
 

NOT TRUE!
 

 Life's too short, buy the
deck that feels right to

you. 

W I T C H Y  T I P  # 2

If I had waited to be gifted a Tarot deck, I would of been 51 years old. 



MEET LAURIE

Laurie is the owner and creator of The Eclectic Green
Witchery & Earth Spirit Coven.

FIND LAURIE'S LATEST BOOK ON AMAZON!

Hello! It's me, Laurie, a mother of three grown boys, a wife, and

grandmother of 2 (so far!). I'm heavily involved in a local dog

rescue in the town I live in and I own a small social media

marketing company called, The Social Butterfly and The Eclectic

Green Witchery was conjured up on March 9th 2020 and officially

manifested on June 3, 2020.

I've been practicing witchcraft for most of my life, but it wasn't

until 2019 that I came out of the "broom" closet. I, like many

others, kept my true beliefs hidden for fear of what others would

think. As the years passed and I entered the crone stages of life, I

felt a strong sense of realization wash over me. What I believe in,

do, and offer is far too valuable to be ashamed of. Practicing has

assisted me in overcoming numerous bouts of anxiety and panic

attacks. Witchcraft is still associated with negative

connotations, and I'm here to change that.

In May of 2020, I took it a step further and established an official online Coven and thus Earth Spirit

Coven was born. Though my hope, that in time, we will be able to hold real, in-person gatherings, but for

now online works very well for connecting with like-minded people. I've also published three books,

which my latest can be found on Amazon & it's called Dreams, Desires, and Intentions. 
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As previously stated, I share my practice with others

because it has greatly aided me in overcoming my panic

disorder. So, if by sharing my "secrets" helps even one

person get through the darkness, it will be well worth it.

Imagine, if by helping one person, that person then helps

another...and so on. Consider the world we could build. How

lovely things could be! 

Thank you for being here and thank you for being a part of

The Eclectic Green Witchery. Also, I'd like to add an extra

special BIG thank you to all the members of Earth Spirit

Coven -- you are an amazing group of people and I am proud

to call you sisters and brothers. 

Thank you...

For more information on Earth Spirit Coven please visit the

website at www.theeclecticgreenwitchery.com 

SHARING IS CARING

Sharing my practice
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Cinnamon

Black Pepper

Cumin

Cayenne Pepper

Olive Oil

Jar with lid

Intentions

What you need:

Add all the plant spirits to a glass jar and cover

them with olive oil.

Shake well to mix all the ingredients together.

Allow the magick to infuse for at least 2 weeks in a

cool, dark place. Make sure this bottle is not

disturbed by anyone other than the practitioner

who made it. 

Shake daily.

Can be used to anoint candles or other items in

magickal workings.

Please use caution as this can irritate the skin and

eyes and will stain clothing.

This oil's intended use is for banishing.

Banishing Oil
by: Laurie Gouley

A banishing oil is used to remove negative energies

from your life and keep them from returning. It will

assist you in removing any energy that is interfering

with your emotional and mental well-being.



There is a lovely location near me called the Frog Pond in Wilton

NH.

This incredible woman, whom you see in these images, is

someone I've known for over a decade. Chella and I spent the

day at the Frog Pond, connecting with nature and getting our

creative juices flowing!

We had an absolute blast! We laughed, and laughed some more.

Our souls were healing. It was such a memorable day.

I am offering you the same special day! Book a photoshoot

service with me & let's "go on location" to the Frog Pond and

have a series of photos done of your very own.  We can also do

a short film!  Contact me for more information! 

Option one:

Photo Session with 4 Edited  Photos. (1/2 hour session time)

$350 (Normally $500)

Option two:

4 Edited Photos

Short Film and you are the star!  (1 hour session time)

$650 (Normally $1300)

PHOTOSHOOT

Local People - Milford, New Hampshire & Surrounding Areas

You will have legal rights to use the photos/film for non-commercial purposes. All photography & films are copyrighted by Laurie Gouley, The Eclectic Green Witchery.

Commercial use permission required. A photo consent form will be filled out prior to the photo session and a 50% non-refundable deposit is taken. The other 50% is due upon

receipt of the finished product(s). Contact me via the website www.theeclecticgreenwitchery.com

Read the fine print!



Join Earth Spirit Coven and feel welcomed and supported

in a safe environment.

Have you ever wished to join a coven or, at the very least,

a safe spiritual community?

A forum for you to express your beliefs and experiences. 

A place where you can be recognized, heard, and honored.

A place for growth and learning.

These are the primary reasons I founded Earth Spirit

Coven. To provide a safe and educational environment

for all.

Earth Spirit Coven is full of wonderful, kind-hearted

people who are drawn to witchcraft and spiritual

practices. We come from all walks of life, but we all have

the same goals: to heal, grow, and learn more. Being a

part of something greater than ourselves is such a

rewarding experience on so many levels! 

   

Humans are yearning for community now more

than ever. We yearn for connections with people

who understand and share our beliefs. To say the

least, the last few years have been difficult -

there has been a lot of isolation and division. On

social media, we frequently feel judged,

misunderstood, and even attacked for our

beliefs; heck we are even attacked if we utter a

'wrong' word! 

Covens are difficult to locate, and even when you

do, you must exercise caution. There are a

plethora of dangerous covens out there. Do your

homework!

This coven is a sanctuary for people like you.

You'll never feel alone or isolated again. You

should never be afraid to ask questions. YOU will

be an integral part of our community.

Why Join



Connection & Community – YOU are part of an

exclusive membership of Earth Spirit Coven.

Weekly Lessons – depending on your chosen

membership level is how many you will receive per

month.

Sneak Peeks.

Support from the Coven Leader and its Members.

A Safe, Private Coven Community Forum area on the

website. It’s strictly for COVEN members ONLY. This

section of the forum is NOT open to the public.

Access to ALL Coven events – no matter what level

membership you have chosen.

Access to Coven Oath & Rituals.

Access to Use and Activate Coven Sigil.

Voting Power on Coven Changes.

Access to Coven Gatherings -- at this point this is

only offered via Zoom.

Private Coven Group - open to ALL levels of

Membership

Join Earth Spirit Coven today! 

www.theeclecticgreenwitchery.com/membership

What You Get As A Member of

https://www.theeclecticgreenwitchery.com/coven-membership


The first time I heard the word ‘ancestor’ I was baffled. If I had a dictionary on hand, I would have

immediately looked up the definition of the word. Finding myself dictionary-less, I relied on the

expressions and body language of the people around me for a sign as how to give off the

perception that I knew what ‘ancestors’ were. It was a spiritual “fake it til you make it” moment.

When I finally could sneak a google search, the reality hit me: oh, they meant dead people. Not

just any dead people though, my dead people. 

I felt time slow to a grinding halt as all my synapses began to contort around the concept of the

thousands and thousands of people who had made my life possible. In that same moment, the

reality of how utterly disconnected I was from a massive part of who I am came flooding in. All

my life I just thought of me, my immediate family, and my Grandparents. The tiny little

autonomous bubble of pervasive individuality I had been living in had just been popped. I was

still warming to the concept of ancestors when I found myself at a three day ceremony

dedicated to none other than, you guessed it, the ancestors. 

Let’s pause here for a moment and consider how things like this happen. How did I end up in a

place where I would spend 3 days honoring my ancestors at the same time the reality of them

was settling in? How do things like that happen for any of us? 

There are so many explanations for synchronicity, but one I find particularly fascinating is

something called sympathetic resonance. 

RELEASING ANCESTRAL GRIEF



Wikipedia defines it as “a harmonic

phenomenon wherein a formerly passive

string or vibratory body responds to external

vibrations to which it has a harmonic

likeness.” In this instance I like to consider

myself as the “formerly passive vibratory

body” (it's not a super flattering description,

but I am okay with that). The key word here is

formerly, because I responded to the external

vibration of my people, my ancestors. 

Their likeness to me (because I am them and

they are me) is what brought us together in a

very conscious way. And my awareness of

them was about to get even more real. 

When the ancestral ceremony commenced, I approached the unknown with curiosity and

openness. As night fell and our group sat together in a circle, a question was posed to us; were

any of us willing to release intergenerational ancestral grief through a ceremonial head shaving? I

peered at the circle to see the reflection of my facial expression pasted on those around me;

wide eyes with mouths dropped open. What happened next, I will never forget. A feeling deep

inside my body began to take root. It was as if electrical impulses were making my internal organs

quiver.  

As the feeling grew in intensity, I tried my hardest to deny I was having a response, but it was

indisputable. Overwhelm engulfed me as I felt my head begin to shake back and forth with the

thought; “Oh no….ohhh no.” Then the realization came over me that if I denied THIS, this intuition,

this invitation, that I would be denying something primal and necessary. Thoughts flooded my

mind as I imagined my family freaking out, my clientele thinking I was insane, and the public

sneaking curious looks at me. 

Slightly dissociated from my body, I heard my voice utter “YES.”

Releasing Ancestral Grief

RELEASING ANCESTRAL GRIEF  By: Jennifer Hudziec



When we broke for a break, I found it hard to

speak. I could not latch onto clear reasoning

or understanding. In passing, a friend

mentioned her fear of being perceived as a

Neo Nazi if she had a shaved head. I felt the

blood leave my face and tears well up. 

My Grandparents had been detained in Nazi

detention camps for four years during WW2. 

That is when the knowing came; my hair was a

minuscule offering that I could make to honor

the suffering my Grandparents and so many

others had endured.  

The long, blonde hair that my Grandmother would brush, braid, and twirl into ovals at the nap of

my neck was a gift for these ancestors. 

In the woods that evening, with song and prayer, a group of men and women took my hair. They

gently cut every strand down to my scalp while a razor erased the rest. I sobbed as I felt the

intention and care behind their craft, all the while knowing the atrocities that were enacted in

the camps. The grief of generations streamed down my face and I felt oddly at ease. The

quivering in my abdomen subsided as I sat on a tree stump, my bald head caressed like that of

a newborn baby. My hair was my offering to them and the beginning of a lifelong journey with

my people.

Our ancestors know how to get our attention in ways intrinsic to who we are.

Connecting with our ancestors does not have to be an intense experience like the one I had,

but it was what I needed at that time. They know us and they know how to grab our attention.

There are many ways that we can revive our relationships with them, and yet I have discovered

over the years that there are techniques that will ensure ritual safety, healthy connection, and

address intergenerational trauma in a gentle way.

Since that time in the woods I have repaired my relationships with all of my lineages; despite

the fear of what I might discover or my dislike for some of my deceased relatives, my

connection to the thousands of vibrant beings within the energetic field of my DNA has been

profound. 

RELEASING ANCESTRAL GRIEF  By: Jennifer Hudziec



With ancestral healing our sense of who we

are deepens, incessant patterns that can

hinder our evolution are addressed, cultural

amends to heal systemic inequities can be

made, and we find ourselves assuming our

rightful place among a history of powerful

people.

 

RELEASING ANCESTRAL GRIEF  By: Jennifer Hudziec

“If you look deeply into the palm of your hand, you

will see you parents and all generations of your

ancestors. All of them are alive at this moment.

Each is present in your body. You are the

continuation of each of these people. “

 

~ Thich Nhat Hahn

Jennifer Hudziec is a Certified Ancestral

Repair Practitioner with the Ancestral

Medicine Organization. She is a Ritualist, End

of Life Doula, and Fire Walk Instructor. The

ceremony she references is an

Ancestralization ceremony brought to the

West by Elder Malidoma Somé.  

Jen offers private sessions & group work and

may be reached at jenhudziec.com 



4 parts frankincense

3 parts cinnamon

1 part dried orange peel

¼ part thyme

What You Need:

Other fire related herbs and plants include

allspice, basil, laurel, black pepper, cloves,

caraway, dill, garlic, ginger, nutmeg, and

thistle.

Side note: Pyromancy, or divination by fire, is

an ancient art that historians believe was

one of the first forms of prognostication. 

An excellent incense recipe to

connect with elemental fire or if

you need some added passion,

courage, or strength in your life. 

Fire energies are associated with

personal power, ingenuity, and

manifesting will. It can also

represent bravery, new beginnings,

and determination.

Fire Incense Connect with Elemental Fire
This recipe can also be used as an offering, 

 candle dressing or loose incense



Thank you for taking the time to stop by and

check out The Cracked Cauldron! I hope you

enjoyed it as much as I loved piecing it

together.

My plans are to create new issues on a

quarterly basis -- if it becomes more popular,

I will reconsider releasing it bi-monthly. 

I'd love to hear your feedback on The Cracked

Cauldron - you can either leave feedback

privately to me on Facebook, the website or

post about your experiences with it on The

Forum area of the website at:

theeclecticgreenwitchery.com

Prayers of Nature -NH

Beyond Sight Studios - KY

Ancient Pathways - NH

Siren Art Photography - NH

Thank you to our contributors!

Thank You



C O N N E C T  W I T H  M E

All The Things - One Link
linktr.ee/Eclecticgreenwitchery


